Abstract-By the excitation of the electromagnetic signal, double transmission line will inducing a voltage and current, thereby creating the space radiation field. Based on infinitesimal current source radiation field and by the convenience of the terminal response aspects of solving transmission line of BLT equation, the double transmission line is derived and gets the analytical solution.
INTRODUCTION
By the excitation of the electromagnetic signal, double transmission line will inducing a voltage and current, thereby creating the space radiation field. The paper based on infinitesimal current source radiation field and by the convenience of the terminal response aspects of solving transmission line of BLT equation, the double transmission line is derived and get the analytical solution of frequency domain. Before solving the radiation field produced by current wave, let's review the radiation situation produce by infinitesimal current source. As shown in Figure 2 , on the far side current source IdI generated for electric field is: 
II. RADIATION FIELD OF DOUBLE TRANSMISSION LINE
According to integral of Eq1 on 0 L  we can get: 
（9）
Due to the terminal load in travelling wave will also produce radiation field, Eq.9 are not the total radiation field produced by positive travelling wave, the radiation condition of traveling wave of terminal load place is also need to be considered. As shown in 
By Eq.9 and Eq.12 we can get that the total radiation field of positive propagation current wave is: By Eq.14 and Eq.15 we can get that the total radiation field of positive propagation current wave and negative spread current wave propagation current wave is: By Eq.18 we know that, the reflection in the voltage wave vector can by incident voltage wave vector Eq.17 can be expressed as: 
By Eq.19 we can get the load voltage vector is:
Put Eq.20 into Eq.21, get the BLT equation of frequency domain in double conductor transmission line voltage is: 
From the above results we can know, put Eq.20 into Eq.16 can get the frequency domain analytic solution of double guide line radiation field is:
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